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Abstract

An elastic ball is simulated by considering lumped mass molecular sets called
particles. Particles are allowed to interact only locally in a fashion similar to that
employed in molecular mechanics. Under local and gravity forces an n-body problem
results when initial data are prescribed. By scaling the forces, the resulting n-body
problem is solved numerically using only a scientific personal computer. A variety of
examples of bouncing balls are described and discussed.



L Introduction.

The mathematical problems of contact mechanics are of such difiiculty that, as yet,

there exists no comprehensive underlying theory for this widely studied area of
engineering and physics [-7]. To some extent, this is due to the complexities which are

introduced when a molecular structure is modelled as a continuum.. In this paper, we
propose an alternate modelling approach by considering a particular example of a

prototype problem, that is, of describing the impact dynamics of an elastic body with a

rigid obstacle. We will consider the motion of an elastic ball which falls on a rigid flat
surface, The approach uses lumped masses of molecules called particles, employs
dynamical forces similar to those of classical molecular mechanics, and results in an n-
body problem which must be solved numerically [8]. In order to limit the computer
requirements to those which are compatible with a personal scientific computer, the

discussion will be limited to two dimensions and scaling will be used to allow the choice of
a relatively large time step. However, the concepts and techniques generalize directly to
three dimensions. Prior to scaling, we use cgs units.

2. Generating a Ball as a Particle Model.

Relative to the origin in the XY plane, consider three circles C1,C2,C3 with
respective radii 11, rz,rs cm. Assume 11 I 12 ( r3. On Clwe wishto generate 120

points (r*At), i : 1,120; on Cz 120 more points (x;,At), i: 121,240; and on Cs 120

more points (cl, gt), i: 241,360. On each circle, any two adjacent points should have

the same distance apart as any other two adjacent points. Also, we wish the points of Cz

to be staggered between the points of Cr and Cs . These constraints are satisfied

readily by applying, in radian measure, the recursion formulas

oi+r: rl cos(0.05235987755i), i, - 0,119

Ai+L : 11 szrz(0.05235987755i'), i' : 0, 119

r i+t : 12 cos (0. 05 2359877 55i' + 0.026L7993878), i' : L20, 239

Ai+r : 12 si,n(0.05235987755i + 0.02617993878)' i, : 120,239
vi+t : 13 cos(0.05235987755i), i, :24A,359
vt+t : 13 sin.(0.05235987755i,), i, :240,359.

For 11 :5, 12: 6, rB : 7, Figure I shows the resulting 360 point configuration and

indicates the counterclockwise ordering of the points.

Next, at each point (r;, g;), we set a unit mass particle P; , as shown in Figure 2.

This configuration is called a ball. If one wishes the ball to have a more continuous type
representation, one need only increase the radius of each particle, and this effect is shown

in Figure 3. In the plot of Figure 3, the radius of each particle is taken to be 2.5 times the

radius of each particle in Figure2. Both types of representations will be of value in later
discussions.



Now we define the neighbors of any particle .Q as follows. If 4 is on the circle
Cl,then it will have exactly four neighbors, namely, the two particles adjacent to it on Cr
and the two particles closest to it on Cz.If .Q is on C2,it will have exactly six neighbors,

namely, the two particles adjacent to it on C2 , the two particles closest to it on Cy and

the two particles closest to it on Cr. Finally, if 4 is on Cg, then it has exactly four
neighbors, namely, the two particles adjacent to it on Cs andthe two particles closest to it
on C2. Figure 5 shows the neighbors of .Q for typical particles on C1, C2, and Cs.

In order to simulate a bouncing ball, we next introduce force interactions between
particles. It is assumed throughout that each particle interacts only with its neighbors. In
order not to be overly general in the discussion , let us assume that rr, 12, T3 are 5, 6, 7,

respectively. Any other choice can be treated in the fashion to be described next.

First, let kbe a particle on C1. Let the distance between 4 and any neighbor, say

Pi, an Cr be ^Q7. Then we take the force ,Q which P7 exerts on n to have magnitude

fi given by

H(1) F,_L2 
- 4',q ; q>p>0,G>0,H>0.

The negative term in (1) yields an attractive component of force while the positive term
yields a repulsive component. Since g ) p, repulsion dominates in (l) and is

unbounded as Rti converges to zero, that is, compression of particles eventually results in
particle repulsion.

In molecular mechanics, it is often convenient to choose p : 7,9 : 13. However,

since particles are lumped masses of molecules, we should not expect them to have the

volatility of molecules. Let us then, for the present, choose P: 3, Q:5, so that (l)
becomes

(2) F.-LZ 
-

G

-Hr

,H_r 
Rsti

This choice is also convenient computationally since it will not require square root
routines when numerical methodology will be introduced.

Next, note that initially the distance between P.i and either of its neighbors on C1 is

0.2618 cm, which we choose to be the equilibrium distance, that is, Fi(0.2618) : g.

Thus.

G r H 
-^(o-.26lTF T (d26is)=



(3)

which implies H : (0.2il S)2G. It for the moment we choose G : !, then (2) takes the
form

ri: - fi4*T

Finally, we choose 4 to be

(4) n= -/ L 0'06854r- E\ 4-@t,
in which E is a positive oonstant called the constant of elasticity, for reasons to be

explored later.

Note next that the initial distance between a particle on C1 and a neighbor on C2 is
1.0205 cm, that for two neighbors on C2 is 0.09865 cm, that for a particle on C2 and a

neighbor on C3 is 1.0288 cm, and that for two particles on Cg is 0.1343 cm. Thus, just as

(4) was derived, the magnitude of the force on 4 due to a neighbor P; is given by

Iti: E(- h +ff), noncl,Pioncl

Fi: E(- fi+ff), noncl,Pionc2

Fi: E(- h + ff) , nonc2,Pionc2

n- E(- h + ff) , nonc2,Pioncs

Fr: E(- h + W), noncs,Pioncs.

The forces just derived are called local forces because they act locally, that is, only
between a particle and its neighbors. Unlike local forces, gravity, which is a long range

force, acts on all particles uniformly. Note also that the equilibrium distance for each -4 is
unchanged by the choice of E.



Finally, as in molecular mechanics, we will determine the dynamical behavior of the

ball from given initial data by using Newtonian mechanics. At any time, two forces act on
each particle, namely, the local force due to its neighbors and gravity, whose magnitude is

denoted by g. The resulting 360-body problem will be solved numerically by the leap frog
formulas [9]. A FORTRAN computer program is available for the interested reader [10].

3. Examples.

Throughout this section we will scale forces so that the computational times will be

relatively minimal. To accomplish this we fix the time step throughout to be 10-6. In
this fashion we will require the use only of a scientific pc, which for the examples which
follow will be a Digital Npha275. For smaller time steps, cpu time can be prohibitive.

In the examples we will consider the X-axis to be a solid boundary. Initially, the

ball will be placed entirely above the axis and we will require that it never fall below the

uris. However, numerical computations can yield a negative y6for a particle 4 , and so

we need a protocol to handle this possibility. In such cases we will proceed as follows. If
for Ptthepoint (rra)has96 < 0, then a.;willbereplacedby - Ai,u,,iwillbereplaced
by au,,.; &nd u,y,,i will be replaced by Bu.y,;, 0 I a ( 1, - 1 S P < 0. The case

a:1,8: -L represents a frictionless interaction, while the case a:0, F:0
represents an interaction with full friction.

Example l. Consider first the following simple example. Set E:1000, Q:0,0 :0, and

scale g to be 0.098. This will provide a slow motion version of the dynamics. Next, raise

the center of the ball in Figure 3 to be 10 cm above the X-axis. Set all initial velocities

equal to zero. This configuration is shown in Figure 5(a) at f : 0. Now let the ball drop
frorn this position of rest. The resulting bouncing motion is shown every 3 million time

steps, that is, att=0,3,6,9,12,15 in Figure 5(a)-(0. Figure 5(d) shows that, for the present

choice of parameters, the ball shows extensive bending. Figure 6 shows Figure 5(d) using

a smaller particle radius and reveals the mechanism of the bounce. In Figure 6 one sees

that the flattened portion contains particle compression, which yields large repulsion

between these particles, the culmination of which is the bounce effect in Figure 5(e), 5(f).

The computer program in this case was able to incorporate symmetry and the cpu time for
the 15 million time steps was 4.5 hours. The same problem run without symmetry

required 6.9 hours.

Example 2. All the parameters of Example I were the same with the single exception

E:16000. Figure 7(a)-(0 shows the resulting bounce at the respective times

t:0,3,6,9,12,15. Unlike Example 1, the ball now has greater local forces and is able to
keep its circular shape at all times.

Example 3. Example I was repeated with only two modifications. The center of the ball

was raised 15 cm and the gravity constant was taken to be 0.98. The complete collapse of
the ball is shown in Figure S(a)-(c) at the respective times t=0,3,6. The local forces are no



longer sufficient to counteract the resulting vertical force due to gravity and the result is a

crash into the axis.

Example 4. Example 3 was rerun with E:16000. As in Example 2, the local forces are

greatly increased. The resulting bouncing is shown in Figure 9(a)-(o) at the respective

times F0,1.5,3.0,4.5,6.0,7.5,8.5,9.0,10.5,12.0,13.5,15.0,16.5,18.0,19.5. The behavior is

now entirely similar to that in Example l, and unlike that in Example 2. The resulting

motion shows extensive bending.

From Examples l-4 we see that if one wishes to increase g, one need only increase

E to have a ball which bounces and which shows either a great deal of bending or very

little bending. The computer problem in doing this is that as E increases, one must reduce

the computational time step to prevent instability. Since we have restricted attention to a
scientific pc, the reduction of the time step demands unnecessarily large cpu times. Of
course, if one does not restrict attention to a scientific pc, then the problem is not a
problem at all.

Example 5. In this case Example 2 was repeated with a single modifrcation, that is, all the

particles were given an initial velocity in the X direction of 4 cm/s. The resulting

bouncing motion is shown in Figure 10. The consecutive positions, left to right, are at the

times t:0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18. The configuration at t :8, which is the collision point

of the ball with the axis, shows that the ball becomes irregular. This is due to the strong

frictional efifect of the interaction. Indeed, at this point in time the ball is forced into

clockwise rotation and its total horizontal speed decreases, as is evident from the right

portion of the figure. Symmetry could no longer be utilized in the program and the cpu

time was 8.3 hrs.

Example 6, Example 5 was modified so that the interaction with the axis was frictionless,

that is, with o:!, F - - 1. The result is shown in Figure 11. The consecutive

positions, left to right, are at the times t:0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18' The ball is never

forced into rotation and never loses its horizontal speed.

Example 7. The initial parameters are those of Example 2. However, the ball is now

placed on a 45o incline with its center 10 cm above the X axis, as shown in Figure 12.

The motion is taken to be frictionless. The roll down the incline and the bounce off the

axis is shown in Figure 13 at t:0,8,14,20.

A variety of other examples were run in addition to those described above, usually

with entirely similar results. This was the case for 11 ,r2,rsequal to l0,ll,l2,
respectively, and for cases with parameter choices P:2, Q : 4 in (l)'

4. Remarks. A particle modelling method for a particular problem in contact mechanics

has been explored. It allowed us to understand the mechanism of elastic behavior and to

explore the relative importance of various physical parameters. In this fashion, one can

develop intuition for various other contact mechanics problerns of interest [1].



A procedure being studied now for making the discussion of this paper quantitative
is as follows. After choosing a particular metal for the ball, molecules will be lump massed

into particles using conservation both of total mass and of total energy [8]. Then the
particle simulations will be rerun and analyzed.
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Figure 2. Inltlal partlcLe
conflguratlon (small radius)

FLgure 3. Initlal parricle
confLguratlon (large radilus)
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Figure 7. E=16000, g=0.09g.
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l'lgure 10. E=15000, g=0.098, horizontal trajectory wlth frlction.

Flgure 11. E=I6000r g=0.099, frictlonless horlzontal traJectory.



Figure 12. Ball on a frletionless lncline.

Flgure 13. TraJectory with a bounce.



THIS iS TT{E PROGR{M FORTR{N. BALL.
TOT.{L NLXAER OF P.{RTICLES iS 360.

P -\rD Q ARr ICILECLLAR PARAIIETERS 3 .d\D 5.
DOLBLE PRICISION XO(360), yO(360), \XO(360), \ryO(360),

ix( 360, 3 ), y(360, 3 ), VX(360, 2), \ry(360, 2),
l-{c\( 360 ) , ACY(360) ,

lXKI, R71 ,R22 , R33, R44, R55, R66, R1 , R2, R3., R+, R5 , R6
L , Fl, F2, F3, F+, F5, F6, FXl , FX2, FX3, F\-I, F}:5, FX€,,
lF!'1, Fl'Z, FY3, Fl'.l , FY5, Fl'6
OPEN (L'-'N'IT=2L, FILE='BAl1. D.{T' , ST-{TtlS='OLD' )
OPEN (LNIT=31, FILE='BAL4. OLI' , ST.{TLIS='NEW' )
OPEN (LNII=3Z, FILE= 'BAL4, OLTI ' , ST^{TLS='NEW' )
OPEN (LNIT=33, FILE= '8,{L.1. OLT2 ' , STATLTS= 'NEW' )
OPEN (LNIT=3-I, FILE= 'BAl1, OtlT3 ' , ST.{TLS='}IEW' )
OPEN ( L\i T=3 5, FILE=' BAL4 . OLT4', STATL]S=' NEW' )
OPEN (L\IT=36, FILE='BAL+, OLIT5' , ST-\TLIS='\Ew' )
OPEN (L\IT=37, FILE='BAL.+. OLT6' , STATLIS=')iEW' )
OPEI{ (L1JIT=38, FILE='BAL4. OLTT', ST-\TI-S=' \EW' )
OPE:\ (Ln-IT=39, FILE='BAl4, OLTB', STATLS=' \EW' )

OPEN (LI;IT= 10, FILE=' BAI+. OL'-fg', ST-{TLS=' \EW' )

OPEI'I (iNiT=-1l , FILE= 'BAL-I. OLT10 ' , STATTS=')iE\\"
OPEN (L};IT=4Z. FILE= 'BAl+, OLTI I ' . STATTS= ').TW'
OPEN (I-,\'IT=.13, FILE= 'BAL.+. OLT1Z ' , STITLIS='\EW'
OPEN (L\IT=-| {, FILE='BlL+. OLTf 3 ' , gf{{$= '\TW'
OPEN (l,NIT=-15, FILE= 'BAL4, OLT14 ' , STATLT='NEW'
OPEN ( L,], I T=-16, F I LE=' BAL +, Ot.T I 5', STATTS=' ).lEr,!.*'

OPEN (t\IT=17 , FILE= 'BAL4. OLlf 16 ' , STATL,S=' j\EW' )
OPEN (tljIT=-tB, FILE='BAL.+, OLTrT' , ST.\TLS='\Ew' )
OPEIi (Li'lIT=49, FILE='BAL+.OLIT18' , STATIIS='NE\{' )
OPEN (tlJIT=50, FILE= 'BAL+, OL:f 19 ' , ST.\TLS= '\EW' )
lt- r

KK=l .
KPRINt'= lL)0000
RE^{D (21, i0) (XO( I), \O(I),\aO(I),VyO(I), I=1, 360)

FOR\L{T QF L2, .+, 2F12, +)
DO i0 I=1,J60
X( I, 1)=XO( I )
Y( i, I )=\O( I )
\X(I,1)=VXO(I)
VY( I, 1)=\1O( I )

CONTINLE
c,o To 71

DO 70 I=1,360
X(I;l)=X(I,2)
Y(I,1)=Y(I,2)
\X(I,l)=\X(I,2)
\ry(I,l)=W(I,2)

CONTINLE
DO 701 I=1,360
ACX( I )=0,

tr\'1 T \ -nrr!l\t/-vl

COI\TI\tE
m 77 I=1,360

rF (r.EQ. l) GO 'iO 700 1

TO 7002
TO 7003
TO 7004
TO 7005
TO 7006
TO 7007

IF (I.LE. 119) CiO

rF (r.EQ. 120) m
IF ( I. EQ. 121) GO

IF (I.1E.239) rc
iF ( r, EQ, 2.+0) CO

IF (I.EQ.211) Cio



rF (r,LE.359) rc TO 7008
iF (I.EQ.AoO) GO TO 7oo9

001 Rl1=(X(1,1)-X(2,1))t'*2+(Y(1, 1)-Y(2, l))**2
R22=(X( 1, 1)-X( 120, L) )**2+(Y( 1, 1 )-Y( 120, 1 ) )*x2
R33=(X( 1, I )-X( LZL, L) )**2+(Y( l, 1)-Y( LzL, l) )**2
R.l{=(X( 1, 1)-X(240, L) )**2+(Y(1, I )-Y(2+0, I ) )**2
F1=( - 16000. +1096. 64 /RLL) /R11
F2= ( - 16000 . + 1096 .64 /R22) /R22
F3=( - 16000. +16328. /R33 ) /R33
F+=( - 160b0, +16328. /R+-1 )/R]"t
Flil=F1*(X( 1, I )-X(2, 1 ) )/Rl1
FX2=F2* (X( 1, f )-I( 120, 1 ) ) /R22,
FX3=F3*(X( 1, I )-X( LZL, I ) )/R33
F-X-l=F-1*(X( I, l)-\(2+0, 1') )/R+l
Fl'1=Fi*(Y( l, 1)-Y(2, 1) )/Rl1
FY2=F2* (Y( t,1)-Y(120, l))/R22
F1'3=F3*(Y(1, 1)-Y( 127, L) )/R33
F1-4=Fl* (Y( l, f ) -Y( 240, I ) ) /R1+

SINCE ALL hASSES .\RE Li{IT1', ACX=F}i, ETC.
\cx ( I ) =FX 1+F:.:2+ F\3+FS-I
rcY( 1 )=n'1+F1'2+I. Y-3+t Y-.f

'C'O TO 77
002 Rll=(x(I, l)-\(I+1, 1))**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y(I+1, 1))*xZ

R22=(X(I, 1)-X( I-1, L) )**2+(]-( I, 1)-\'(I-1, 1 ) )**2
R33=(X( I, 1 )-X( I+120, 1 ) )**2+(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I+120, 1 ) )**2
R44=(X( I, t)-X( I+119, 1 ) )**2+(Y( I, 1)-Y(I+119, 1) )**2
F1=( - 16000, +1096. 64/R1 1 ) /Rl r
Y2=G 16000. +1096. 64/R22) /R22
F3=( - 16000. +16328. /R33 ) /R33
Ft=(-16000. +16328. /R44) /R41
FX1=Fl*(X( I, i )-X( I+1, 1 ) )/Rl1
F?=FZ|(X( I, I )-X( I-1, 1 ) ) /R22
F\3=F3*(X( I, I )-X( I+120, 1 ) )/R33
FX4=F4*(X( I, 1 )-\( I+119, 1 ) )/R44
Fv-l=Fl*(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I+1, 1 ) )/Rl1
ft'2=F2*(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I-1, 1 ) ) /R22
F!'3=F3*(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I+120, 1 ) )/R33
F1'{=F.1*(Y( I, i )-Y( I+1 19, L) ) /R41

SINCE ALL l,tlSSES ARE t,}llTl" -\CX=FX, ETC.
ACX ( I ) =FX 1+F.K2+FI3+FT.4
ICY( i ) =FY1*Fi2+FY3+Ff4
GO TO 77

103 R11=(X( 120,I)-X(1, 1))**2+(Y(120, l)-Y(1, l))**
R22-(I( 120, 1 )-X( 119,1) )**2+(Y( 120, 1 )-Y( 119, 1

R33=(X( 120, 1 )-X(24A, I ) )**2+(Y(12A, I )-Y(2-10, 1

R4-i=(X( 120, 1 )-X(239, 1 ) )**2+(Y(L20, 1 )-Y( 239, I
Fl=(- 16000. +1096, 64lR11 )/R1 1

F2=(-16000. +1096 .64/R22) /R22
F3=(-16000. + 16328. /R33 ) /R33
F4=( - 16000, +16,328. /R44 ) /R44
FXI=Fl* (X( 120, 1)-X( l, 1) ) /R11
FX2=F2*(X( 120, 1 )-X( 1 19, 1 ) ) /R22
FK3=F3*(X{ 120, 1 )-X(2-10, I ) ) /R33
FX4=F4* (X( 120, 1 )-I( ?39, L) )/R.14
FYl=F1*(Y( 120, l)-Y( 1, I ) )iRll
F\2=F2*(Y( 120, r )-Y( 119, 1 ) ) /R22
FY3=F3*(Y( 120, L )-Y(240, 1) )/R33
F]-4=F.l*(Y (L20,1)-Y( 239, L) )/R"l-l

SIICE -\LL i'L{SSES ;\RE Lliln-, ACX=FX, ETC.
ACX ( 1 20 ) =FI 1 +Ei2+FX3+Fl4

?
)**2
) **2
)**?



-q.CY ( r 20 ) =F1' 1 +F\'2 +FY3 +Ft'4
CiO TO 77

10.+ R1l=(X( !2I,L)-X(1,1) )**2+(Y(121,1)-Y( 1,1) )**2
R22=(X( Lzl, L)-X( 2, 1 ) ) **2+(Y ( L?L, 1 ) -Y( 2, L) )x*2
R33=(X( LzL, L)-X(L22,1) )**2+(Y( 121, I )-Y( 122, l) )**2
R4-1=(X( L?L, L)-X(2,10, 1 ) ),,*2+(Y< LzL, I )-Y( 24A, L) )**2
R55=(I( 121, L)-X(212, 1) )**2+(Y( 121, 1 )-Y( 2+2, L) )**2
R66=(X( LZL, L)-X( 241, 1 ) )**2+(Y ( Lzl, I ) -Y( 21 L, L) ) **2
F1=(- 16000, +16328. ZHti lUptr
F2=(-16,0'00. +16328 , /R?D /R22
F3=( -16000. + 1578. +1R33 )/R33
F-t=(-15000. +1578, 1/R44) /R41 .
F5=( -16000. +16"162. B/R55) /R55
F6=( - i 6000. + 164€,2, B/R65 ) /R66
FI1=Fl*(X(L21,1)-X( l, 1) )/R1l
FX2=F2* (X { 127, 1 )-X( 2, L) ) /R22
F\3=F3*(X( 121, I )-X( I22, I) )/R33
tr\4=F4*(X( LZL, i )-\( 2+0, L) )/R,l+
FX5=F5*(X( 121, L )-S( 212, l) )/R55
F\6=F6'*(X( 121, I )-X( 211, I) )/R66
F\-l=Fl*(Y( 121, I )-'i( 1, 1) )/Rrl
F1'2=F2*(Y(721, f )-Y(2, D) /R22
F1'3=F3*(Y( i2f , 1 )-Y( L22, L) )/R33
L1'-l=F-l*(Y( 121, 1)-Y(210, 1) )/R.14
F'\'5=F5*(Y( 121, 1)-Y('212, L ) )/R55
F!f;=F6*(Y(121, i )-Y( 2+L , L) )/R66

SiNCE ALL l,t{SSES .\RE LII{IT\', ACK=FX, ETC,
ACX ( 1 2 1 ) =FX 1 *FQ+FX3+FX4+FX5+FX6
.\cY ( r 2 1 ) =FY I +Fl'2+FY3+F'y-++ FY 5 +FY6
rcTO77

105 Rllc(X(tr, l)*X(r-r20, 1) )**2+(Y(I, l)-Y( I-r20, 1) )*r,2
R22=(X( i, 1)-X(I-119, L) )**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y(I-119, l))**2
R33=(X(
R44=(X(

, 1)-X(I+1, t) )**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y(I+1, l))*x2
, 1 )-X( I-1, I ) )**2+(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I-1, 1 ))x*2

R55=(X(I, 1)-X( I+120, 1) )**2+(Y( I, 1)-Y(i+120, t) )**2
R66=(X( i, 1 )-X( I+L21, 1 ) )**2+(Y( I, 1)-Y(l+L21, L) )x*2
Fl=(- 16000. +16328. /R11 )/Rl1
F2=(-16000. +16328. /R22) /R22
F3=( - 16000. + 1578. +/R33 )/R33
F4=(-16000. +1578. 4/R11) /R44
F:i=( - 16900. + 16-162. B/R55 ) /R55
F6=( - 16000. +16462, B/R66 ) /R66
F\l=FL* (X( I , 1)-X( I-120,1) )/R11
FK2=F2*(X( I, 1 )-X( I-119, L) ) /R22
FX3=F3* (X( I , 1 )-X( I+1 , 1 ) ) /R33
FX-1=F4*(X( I, 1 )-X( I-1, 1 ) ) /R44
F)(5=F5*(X( I, 1)-X( I+120, 1 ) )/R55
FK6=F6*(X( I, 1 )-X( I+L21, I ) )/R66
Fv*1=F1*(Y( i, 1)-Y( I-L20,1) )/R11
FY2=F2*(Y( I, 1 ) -Y( I-119, L) ) /R22
FY3=F3*(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I+1, l) )/R33
F\'-t=F-l*(Y( I, I )-Y( I-1, 1 ) )/R44
FY5=F5*(Y( i, r )-Y( I+120, 1 ) )/R55
Fl'6=F6*(Y( I, 1)-Y( I+121, 1 ) )/R66

SIi''lCE ALL \[\SSES .\RE LRIITI', .\CX=FX, ETC,
ACX ( I ) =FX 1 +FX2 +FX3 +FX4+FX5+FI6
.\cY ( I ) = FY I + Fl'2 + r-]- 3 +Fl'4+ Fl' 5 + r-t-6
Cfr TO 77

)06 R11=(X(2-10, 1)-X(120, 1))**2+(Y(210,1)-Y( L20, L))*xz
R22=(YQ10, I )-X( I, L) )*x7+(Y(2.10, 1 )-Y( l, L) )x*2



R33=(X(2-10, 1)-X( 121, 1) )**2+(y(2.10, 1)-y( 12t ,

R41=(X( 240, 1 )-X( 239, t) ) **2+(y( 2-10, I )-\'( 239,
R55=(X( 240, 1 )-X(360, 1 ) )**2+(y( 240, 1 ) -y( 360,
R66=(X(240, L)-X(2,11, I ) )**2+(y(2 t0, I )-y(2 t1,
F1=( *16000. +16328. /R11 )/R11
F2=(-16000. +16328 . /P22) /P22
F3=( - i6,000. +1578. 4/R33 ) /R33
F-1= ( - 16000. +1578. 4/R44 ) /R44
F5= ( - 16,000. +16-162. B/R55 ) /R55
F6=( - 16000. + L6+62, B/R66 ) /R66
FX1=F1*(X(2+O,1)-X( 120, L) ) /Rl1
FX2=F2*(X( 240, I )-X( 1, 1 ) ) /R22,
FX3=F3*(X(240, 1)-X( 12L,1) )/R33
FK.I=F'J* (X( 2+0, 1)-X( 239, I ) ) /R+J
FX5=F5*(X(2+0, 1)-X(360, 1) )/R55
FX6=F6*(X(24C, 1 )-K( 2 ll, 1 ) ) /Rr)6
F\'1=F1*(Y(240, 1)-Y( I2O, L) )/Rl1
Fr*2=F2* (Y( 2.10, I )-Y( L, l) ) iR22
Fi'3=F3*(Y(210, 1)-Y( LzL, L ) )z'R33
Fr'4=FJ*(Y(210, f )-Y( 239, l) ) /R l+
Il'5=F5*(Y( 240, i )-Y(360, 1 ) )/R55
Fl'6=F6*tY(2+0, L )-Y( 2LL, i) ) /R66

SiNCE AIL IL\SSES "\RE ll'iITl', ACI=FX, ETC,

007

FX-1=F4* (X (2+ 1, 1 )-X( 2,+0, L) ) /R44
Fv*l=Fl* (Y( 2+ f , I )-Y( 242, L) )/R1 1

FY2=F2* (Y( 2.11, 1 )-Y(360, l) ) /R22
Fy"3=F3* (Y( 2.11, I )-Y( 12I, L) ) /R33
FY4=F4*(Y(211, L)-Y(24A, L)) /R14

SINCE ALL IIASSES ,{RE UNITY, ACX=FX, ETC.
ACX ( 2 4 r ) =FX 1 +FXz+FX3+FX4
ACY ( 2 + 1 ) =FY1+FY2+FY3+FY4
C'O TO 77

OB R11=(X(I, 1)-X(I+1, 1))**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y( I+1, l

R22=(X(I, 1)-X(I-1, 1))**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y( I-1, I

R33=(X(I, L)-\(I-12A, l) )**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y( i-,-
R4-l=(X( I, 1)-X(I-12t, 1) )**2+(Y(I, 1)-Y( I-1_
Fl=(- t€'000, +21+8, B/R11 )/R1r
F2=(-16000. +2118. B/R22) /R22
F3=(- 16000. +16,t62. B/R33 ) /R33
F4=(-16000, +16+62. B/R4+ )/R4+
F\1=F1*(X( I, 1. )-:i( I+1, I ) )/R11
FX2=F2*(X( I, 1 )-X( I-1, I ) ) /R?2
FX3=F3*(X( I, f )-I( I-120, l- ) )/R33
FI,I=F4* (X( I, 1 )-X( I- 121, 1 ) ),/R.{-l
FY1=F1*(Y( I, 1)-Y( I+1, 1) )/R11
I1'2=F2*(Y( I, 1 )-Y( I-1, 1 ) ) /R22

.\CX ( 2 +0 ) =FX I +F:{2+F\3+F\ ++F}, 5+F.r,6
Atl'( 2 +0 ) =Fi 1+F1"2+F\'3+Fl'++Fl'5+Fl'6
c,o To 77

R11=(X(2+1, I )-\(212, I ) )**2+(Y(2 t1, r )-\'(: +2, r
r?22=( X( 21 I, L)-X( 360, I ) ) **2+(Y (21 L, 1 ) -Y( 360, I

R33=(X(2-11, I )-X( IzL, I) )**2+(Y(?,+L, L)-y( 121, I )
Rl1=(\( 241, r) -X( 240, 1 ) ) **2+(Y (21 r, i" )-y( 2+0, L)
F1=(,150O0 . +2118. B/R11 )/Rl1
F2=( -16000. +21.18 . B /R2?) /R22
F3=( - f6000. + 16162, B/R33 ) /R33
F4=( - 16000 . +1646?. B/R41 ) /R4.1
FXl=Fl* (X(241, I )-I(2+2, 1 ) )/R1 1

FX2=F2* (X( 2.+f , 1 )-X(360, L) ) /R22
F13=F3* (1( 241, 1 )-X( LZI, l) )/R33
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In3=F3*(Y(I, 1)-Y( I-LzO, 1) )/R33
F'Yl=F-l*(Y( I, 1)-Y( I-12L, 1) )/R4+

SINCE ALL lt{SSES ARE LI{ITY, ACX=FX, ETC.
.\CX ( I ) =FXl +FX2+FX3+FX4
ACY ( I ) =FY1 *FI'2+FY3+F1*4
ct To 77

109 R11=(X(360, 1)-X(359, 1))**2+(Y(360, 1.)-Y(359, l) )**2
R22=(X(360, 1)-X(241,-1 ) )**2+(Y(360, 1 )-f( 2+1, L) )**2
R33=(X(350, l)-X(210, l) )**2+(Y(360, l)-\'(2+0, I ) )**2
R-1.1=(\(360, 1 )-X(239, 1) )**2+(y(36{1, 1 )-r(239, 1) )**2
F1=( -16000. +21+8, B/R11 ) /R11
F2=( - 1[-,000. +214B . B/R22) /R22
F3=( - 16000, + i6462. B/R33 ) /R33
F4=( - 16,000 . + 16462. B/R+4 ) lR++
F\1=F1*(:((360, 1 )-X(359, 1 ) )/R11
Fa2=F2* (X( 360, 1 )-S( 211 , I) ) /R?2
FXJ=F3* (\(360, 1 )-K(2+0, 1 ) )/R333
FI-I=F1* (I( 360, I )-\( 239, L) ) /R,+1
Fl'1=Fl*(Y( 360, I )-Y( 359, I ) )/R11
F\2=F2* (\'( 3€'0, I )-Y( 2+1, 1 ) ) /R22
F1-3=F3*(Y( 360, 1 )-Y(2+0, r ) )iR33
Fl J=F,l* (Y( 360, 1 )-Y( 239, I) )/R+4

SI}:CE IIL \L\SSES .\RE L\-ITl', .\CX=FX, ETC,
fCI ( 360 ) =F\1+F52+FX3+FX+
ACY ( 3 T)O ) =FY 1 +F\'2+FY3+FY]
c,o To 77

/ CONTi\IE
AT N{IS POINT lIE I}IPOSE GRTVITI"

DO 563-l I=1, 360
ACI'( I )=ACY( I )-. 098

J3+ CO}TINLE
W 712q I=1,360
\X( I,2)=\X( I, l)+0. 00000l*-\CX( I )
VY( I, 2)=\,1 ( I, I )+0, 00000l*ACt'( I )
X( I, 2)=X( I, I )+0. 000001*\X( I, 2)
Y ( I, 2)=1'( i, I )+0. 000001*\ry(I, 2)

23 CONTI\TE
llE NOW RIFLECXT.

DO 995 I=1,360
3 rF (Y(I,2).GT.0,0) GO TO 995

Y(I,2)=-Y(I,2)
\X( I,2)=0.0
\Y(I,2)=0.0

5 CONTI\'{,]E
I{=K* I

rF (K. EQ.1000000) Go To 9933
m To 8934

33 1VRITE (32, 10) (X(I,2),Y(I,2),\X(r,2),1.Y(I,2),
3.+ IF (K.EQ,2000000) C,O TO 9935

co To 9936
35 IIRITE (33, 10) (:i(I,2),Y(I,2),\r(r,2),',,ry(I, 2),
3F, IF (K.EQ.3000000) m TO 9937

c,o To 793+
37 

"IRITE 
(3'1, l0) (I(l,Z),Y(I,2),\X(I, ?),\'TiI,:),

3.+ iF (l,,EQ. lOtl0000) C'O TO ?939
GO TC 7000

39'iRITE,i35, i0) (X(r,2),Y(I,2),VX(I,2),\'Y(I, 2),
oo IF (K,EQ.5oc0oo0) c,o rc 10:0

ffi TO 1u12t
20'RITE (36, 10) (:,(I,2),Y(I,2),\A(I,2),\ry(I,2),

i=1,3€,0)

1-l\\i:i'JDU.,

I=1,360)

I=1,3[,0)

I=1,360)



1035
1036

103?
l03Bn?o

I*l

IF (K.EQ.6000000) c,o To Lo?z
GO TO 1023
wRirE (37, 10) (x(I, 2),y(I,2),\X(I, 2), \.y(I, 2), I=1, 360)
IF (K.EQ.7000000) co To 1024
@ TO 1025
ltRiTE (38, 10 ) (X( I,2) ,y( I , 2 ) , \X( I , 2) , \y( I , 2 ) , I=l , J60 )
rF (K. EQ,8000000) Go To 1026
c,o To 1027
IVRITE (39, 10) (X(1,2),y(r,2),\X(r,2),\1(I, 2), I=1, 360)
IF (K.EQ.9000000) c,o To 1028

GO TO 1029
WRITE (+0, 10) (X( I, 2) ,Y(I,2) t VX( I,2), VY( I,2) ,I=1, 360)
IF (K.EQ.10000000) cCI To 1030
c,o To 1031
1VRITE (.11, 10) (X(I,2),Y(I, 2),\X( 1,2),\Y(I, 2),I=L, 360)
IF (K. EQ. 11000000) cCI To 1032
rc TO r033X
IIIRITE (42, 10) (X(I, 2),y(r,2),\X(I, 2),\y( r,2),I=t, 360)
IF (K. EQ. 12000000) C,O TO 103+

c,o To 1035
WRITE (43, t0) (X( I,2) ,y( I,2), \X( I,7) ,\ry( I, 2), I=1,360)
iF (K.EQ.13000000) co To 1036
m To 1037
I{RITE (+4, 10) (X(I,2) ,y(I,2),lX(1,2) , \y(I,2), I=1,360)
IF (K.EQ. 11000000) C,O TO 1038
co To 1039
WRITE (45, 10) (X(I,2),y(I,2),VX(I,2),\ry(I, 2), I=1,360)
IF (K.EQ.15000000) co To 10+0

co To 1041
0.t0 WRITE .( +6, 10 ) (X( I,2) ,y(I ,2) , \X( I ,2) , \y( I , 2) ,1=1, 360 )
04r rF 0(.EQ.-16000000) c,o To 1042

GO TO 1043
042 WRITE' (47, l0) (X(1,2),Y(I, 2),\,X( I,2),vy-( I, 2), I=1, 360)
043 IF (K,EQ. 17000000) CO TO 104,+

co To 1045
044 WRITE ('18, 10) (X( I, 2) ,Y(I,2) , \X( I,2), \n ( 1,2) ,I=1, 3i:0)
0-15 rF (K.EQ. 18000000) co To 1046

GO TO 10.17
046 WRITE (49, 10) (X(I, 2),y(I,2),\X(I,2),\1(I,2), I=1,360)
047 rF (K,EQ.19000000) Go To 9940

C,O TO 82
940 WRITE (50,10) (X(I,2),y(I,2),VX(I,2),\y(I,2), I=1,360)
25 FORI{AT (I10, F20. 10)
2 rF (K.LT.20000000) co To 65
925 WRITE (31, 10) (X(I, 2),y(I,2),VX(I,2),\ry(r,2),I=1,360)

STOP
END




